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When the aftermath of battle is just the calm before the storm…When the aftermath of battle is just the calm before the storm…

The battle with the harpies is over, but some believe that the harpy threat will never be over until the harpies are

exterminated. If the Strix combatants pursue the harpies to their home in the caves of Golpa, can they end the war?

Can Jordan and Juer save King Konig or is devious Prince Diruk’s rise to the throne inevitable? And what of Jordan’s
estranged family and her Unbreakable Promise to Sohne? When the Elf Princess turns up to collect, Jordan has to
give her what she asks for or die. The truth is... she'd really rather die.

After the loss of his brother, Caje, will Toth’s broken heart ever be the same?After the loss of his brother, Caje, will Toth’s broken heart ever be the same?

All these questions and more are answered in this fourth book of The Kacy Chronicles.  Trouble abounds: disaster

upon betrayal. Everyone Jordan loves seems to be in danger. The twists and turns will keep you flipping pages until

the very end.

Welcome to Oriceran. The veils between the worlds are thin. Come see what’s on the other side.Welcome to Oriceran. The veils between the worlds are thin. Come see what’s on the other side.
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